
Stata Tutorial:  Session IV 

Exercise: 

1) Use “Fleck&Kilby panel data.dta” data set. 

2) Create a panel identifier using the country names and define panel and time variables 
using xtset command.  Solve any problems that arise. 

3) Run Regression with and without clustering for following specification. 
Create variables as needed. 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝛽𝛽3Presidentt + 𝛽𝛽4Congress𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽5WOTt + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 

 where 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 is a dummy variable for the War on Terror period (2002+) 

4) Run a Fixed Effects regression for the specification above. 

5) Figure out what the F-Test for pooled vs. FE tells us. 

6) Create a table of descriptive statistics for the above regression.  First make the text file 
using Stata, then cut & paste from that file into Word.  Adjust tab stops to produce a nice 
table. 

7) Create a table of correlations for variables in the above regression.  Same steps as above. 

8) Create regression table with 3 columns of regression results.  Use the following three 
specifications, each based on the equation above: 

 - Pooled regression 

 - Country fixed effects regression 

- Country fixed effects but also including dummy variables for each year.  
However, don’t report the coefficient estimates for the year dummies! 

Try to produce a “clean” table just using the Stata command.  That is: keep just the 
coefficients you want to report; add notes that explain what each column is; include a title 
for the table; have Stata use variable labels so that you can use more intuitive names in 
the table (rather than the short variable names (e.g., WOT)). 

  



Helpful Stata commands 

encode create ID # from text with “label” applied to ID # 

decode create text variable from label of an ID # 

tsset timevar indicate time dimension of data 

xtset panelvar [timevar] indicate panel dimension [and time] of data 

tsfill [, full] fill in missing time periods 

ipolate interpolate (with option to extrapolate as well) 

duplicates examples list example of duplicate values 

duplicates drop drop duplicate values 

format define display format of a variable 

reg regression 

xtreg panel regression 

quietly pre-fix command that suppresses output 

estimates clear clear estimates (especially useful in case of error) 

estpost post estimates for esttab to find 

esttab create table of estimates 

 options: tab separate columns with tabs (useful for Word Docs) 

nogaps eliminate blank lines 

replace permission to replace existing file 

nonotes suppress standard table notes 

addnotes(…) add your own notes 

star(…) define significance levels for stars 

mlabel(…) label models (columns) 

eqlabel(…) label equation 

coeflabel(…) define display labels to replace variable names 

drop(…) drop listed coefficients from table 

keep(…) keep only listed coefficients in table 

varwidth(…) define # characters printed for variable names 


